JAPAN

You may know that Japan is famous for over weight
blokes wresting in giant G-strings, but are you aware
that it boasts over 500 ski resorts? As a small country
which is about 80% mountainous, wherever you are
in Japan, there is bound to be a piste within range,
from the sub-tropical island of Kyushu in the south,
to the Sibberian-esque Hokkaido in the north.
However, with that being said, this huge number
is a little deceiving. As with their cars, cameras and
computers, the Japanese do with ski resorts what
they do best: miniaturise. Though some resorts do
match those in Europe and N. America for lift capacity, Japanese ski areas are generally much smaller,
some consisting of just one lift and a single short run.
However, the presence of the winter Olympics twice
in this country prove that Japan has what it takes to
provide world class terrain, and more importantly,
world class snow.
In Japan you’ll find deep, light powder through paper
birch studded slopes, warm hospitality, and vending
machines that sell beer and young girls knickers.
Many of the resorts offer night riding sessions till
11pm, and there are even a few 24 hour resorts,
perfect for those who may have slung too many
sake’s down their throat.
Lift Passes cost between ¥3000 to ¥5000 for a day,
and only a small discount is given for multiple days.
However, it’s possible to by half day and single
run tickets, a good money saver if the weather’s
bad/you’re hung over. Despite its high tech reputation, credit cards are not widely accepted, and it’s
best to carry cash. It’s worth buying your pass at a
convenience store (conbini) such as Lawson, Family
Mart or Circle K, as you will get about ¥1500 of lunch
vouchers included in the price, a better deal than at
the resort itself.

TRAVELLING AROUND

CAPITAL CITY: Tokyo
POPULATION: 127.6 million
HIGHEST PEAK:
Mt.Fujiyama 3776m
LANGUAGE: Japanese
LEGAL DRINK AGE: 18
DRUG LAWS: Cannabis is illegal
AGE OF CONSENT: 16
ELECTRICITY: 100 Volts AC 2-pin
INTERNATIONAL DIALING CODE:
+81
CURRENCY: Yen (JPY)
EXCHANGE RATE:
UK£1 = 210
EURO = 143
US$1 = 111
AU$1=84
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Train – Japan’s rail network is expensive, but you get
what you pay for – a clean, quick, punctual service,
and it’s worth riding the Bullet Train, (which is the
world’s fastest), for the experience alone. If you’re
going to be using the trains a lot, buy a Japan Rail
Pass (only available outside of Japan), which gives
you unlimited travel for a fixed time period. Prices
range from £150 for a 7 day pass, to £280 for a 21
day pass. Storage for boards and other large luggage
is not well catered for, so use a Takkyubin company.
They provide a great service that delivers your gear
to any address in Japan, for around just £8 a piece
which saves a lot of hassle. Look out for their service
counters at airports and train stations.

TIME ZONE
UTC/GMT +9
No daylight saving changes

DRIVING GUIDE
All vehicles drive on the left hand side of
the road
SPEED LIMITS:
30km/h side streets
40km/h towns
50km/h non built-up areas
100km/h Expressways
EMERGENCY
Police 110
Fire/Ambulance 119
TOLLS
Expressways charge per km. Approximate
cost from Tokyo to (near) Hokkaido 14,000
yen
DOCUMENTATION
Must have an international drivers licence &
passport if hiring a car

JAPAN SNOWBOARD ASSOCIATION
Nac Shibuya Building 4F
15-10 Nanpeidai
Shibuya-ku
Tokyo 150
Tel - +81 (0) 3 5458 2661
Web: www.so-net.ne.jp/jsba
JAPAN TOURIST INFORMATION
10 Fl., Tokyo Kotsu Kaikan Bldg.,
2-10-1, Yurakucho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo
100-0006
Tel:(03)3201-3331 Fax:(03)3201-3347
www.jnto.go.jp

ing bus, lift pass and accommodation, for much less
than it would cost separately, so it’s well worth a look.

Japan is made up of four main islands, and all have
some ski areas, but for the crème of the crop, the
main island of Honshu, and the northern island of
Hokkaido are where it’s at. All but a handful of tiny
ski areas now allow boarding on their grounds, and
many have full terrain parks with half pipes, chunky
cheese wedges, and some lengthy rails. Katsuyama
Ski Jam boasts a 55m beast – currently thought to be
the longest in the world!

Japan is famous for being a super high tech country
having pimped out their Nintendo’s and Playstation’s
to the rest of the world. However, in many aspects
they are still in the stone age. Although you would
be hard pushed to find a drag lift in a Japanese
resort, the existence of rusting, one man chair lifts
is common. These are an experience in themselves
to ride; with no foot rests, or safety bars of any kind,
hold on tight for the ride of your life. Their toilets too,
are somewhat of a gamble. Either you get the power
arse washer model complete with heated seat and
control pad resembling a console, or you get a hole
in the ground.

POOR FAIR GOOD TOP

FREERIDE

Trees & great off-piste

FREESTYLE

4 Terrain parks & pipe

Car – You’ll need an International Drivers License to
drive here, but they drive on the left, and most road
signs are in English. Watch out for kids and grannies
cycling on the wrong side of the road, it seems to be
legal here! Hire cars aren’t cheap, and the numerous
toll roads can really pump up the price of a road trip,
so unless you’re in a group, a car isn’t the best option.
Bus – There is an extensive bus network that will
whisk you away to any resort in Japan. Overnight
buses offer spacious reclining seats (a far cry from
National Express!) and the competition is so strong
that it’s easy to pick up a great package deal, includ-

You may have heard that the Japanese are a shy,
reserved race, which is true to some extent. However,
get out of the big cities to the more remote areas
and you will be treated with genuine kindness and
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Located between a volcano and the Japan Sea,
Niseko is the best of the Japanese resorts and compares
well with resorts in North America and Europe. Niseko is
mostly a freeriders resort and the main attraction has to
be its big mountain terrain, however it also has 4 terrain
parks incredible night riding and a modern lift system.
Niseko gets on average a good 11m of light dry powder,
so during the months of January and February you can
expect regular and major dumps. Niseko is essentially
one mountain although it is divided up into three linked
areas covered by one mountain pass. This area does have
avalanches so check with the ski patrols to get the latest
info. The tops of Annupuri, Higashiyama, and Hirafu
are all within a few hundred metres hike of the top of
the mountain (1308m). From here you can ride down
backcountry to Goshiki Onsen (hot springs) on the
opposite side of the mountain. To get back you’ll need a
taxi or the infrequent bus.

1200M
TOP LIFT

EASY
INT
ADV

30%

900M
VERTICAL

38%
32%

300M
FIRST LIFT
NISEKO TOKYU RESORT, 044-0081 Niseko kogen Hirafu
204 Kutchan cho, Abuta Gun Hokkaido ,JAPAN
TELEPHONE: 0136-22-0109
WEB: www.niseko-tokyu.co.jp / www.grand-hirafu.jp
EMAIL: hirafu@resortservice.co.jp

Males of the species will be pleased to hear that it’s
true the J-girls dig western men. Perceived as being
exotic, interesting, and apparently known for treatin’
the ladies right, if you’re a gaijin (foreigner) you’ll
attract attention from the opposite sex without even
trying. Western females can find a J-boy to take home
if they go to the right places, but in this country the
tables are turned, and it’s the guys who’ll be turning
heads, rather than the girls.

One of the best things about Japan is the abundance
of both indoor and outdoor public hot springs,
known as onsens. With so much geothermal activity,
onsens are everywhere, and many ski resorts have
them on site. This is the perfect way to relax those
aching muscles after a day on the slopes. These
are almost all single sex affairs, as it is onsen law to
bathe in your birthday suit. The standard procedure
is to shower down first, and then take a dip in the
tub; bombing is most certainly a faux pas. For those
that have ink, a word of warning: in Japan, tattoos
are generally frowned upon by the older generation.
This is because until recently tattoos were the trade
mark of Japanese Mafia (Yakuza) members. Many
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Well groomed slopes

Bust out a simple “konichiwa” (good day) or display
your chop stick talents and you will be viewed
with jaw dropping amazement by the locals. Many
Japanese will be keen to try out their English on you,
as they rarely get a chance to do so on a real live
foreigner, so you can often find yourself the centre of
attention, which normally works in your favour.

The Japanese love to drink, and the availability of
beer, sake and shochu (a rice based spirit) in vending
machines in ski resorts, and indeed the streets is
testament to this. Though resort nightlife doesn’t
match that in the west, there are always a few bars
and clubs to get friendly with the locals. Once the
alcohol starts flowing, the Japanese lose all trace of
their stereotypical shyness, so expect to be questioned about anything, from the length of your dong,
to the size of your boobs.

OFF THE SLOPES

WWW.WORLDSNOWBOARDGUIDE.COM

PISTES

generosity. As one of the most homogenous countries on the planet, foreigners are generally viewed
with great curiosity, especially outside of the well
worn tourist zones.

There is an age old misconception that Japan is a)
expensive, and b) crowded. While a trip here is obviously going to cost more than a jaunt to Andorra,
the general cost of living is on par with the UK, with
many things being considerably cheaper. Petrol for
instance is a third cheaper than the UK, a pack of
twenty ciggies will set you back just £1.50 and eating
out is a generally a bargain, as you can pick up a
filling set menu for less than a fiver.
Whilst Japan does have a population density higher
than that of Europe, this doesn’t mean that the slopes
are crowded. In fact, the Japanese tendency to work
insanely long hours (e.g. 12 hour days, 6 days a week)
mean that apart from Sundays, resorts are often very
quiet. One man powder sessions have been known,
which adds a new slant to the mantra “No friends on
a powder day”!

OUT OF 10

Powder, awesome backcountry & amazing night riding

Like the rest of the Northern Hemisphere, Japan’s
winter runs from December to March. The country
cops cold air streams coming down from Siberia
which pick up moisture on their way over the Sea
of Japan, and when they hit the mountains they
bust their almighty load all in a big way. The result:
a country that receives one of the highest snowfalls
in the world.

With beautiful mountains comes tranquillity, or so
you’d think, but if you like to cruise down the piste
with nothing but the sound of powder spurting out
of your exhaust, you might find Japan’s love for blasting out music across the pistes a little rude at first.
Forget the serenity and think crass J-pop mixed with
phat hip hop coming at ya from a lift pylon.

8

NISEKO

THE SEASON

Onsens bar entry to those with tattoos, and some
even display signs to this effect.
Aside from snow, Japan has tonnes to offer the traveller, from magnificent ancient temples, to the neon
bustle of the cities complete with karaoke bars and
love hotels. Even the humble supermarket with its
octopus tentacles, pig intestines, and unidentifiable
vegetables, becomes a tourist attraction for the wide
eyed westerner, so it’s worth taking a few days off
from riding to lap up a little eastern promise.
So, if you want to ride somewhere off the beaten
track, see a country which is wildly different from the
west, which offers some of the world’s best powder
riding and most importantly, visit a country that sells
beer and the hotels sell porno card for the TV so
nothing will show up on the bill, both from vending
machines, it’s gotta be Japan next season.

WWW.WORLDSNOWBOARDGUIDE.COM

WINTER PERIOD: Dec to early May
LIFT PASSES
1 Day Pass 4300 yen, 5 days 18,300
Night Pass - 2700, Season 87,000
HIRE Snowboard hire is available from plenty of places on the
mountain. Goodsports has a great range and is on the main road half
way up the hill to the lifts.
BOARD SCHOOL Half day 3,200yen, full day 4,800
Learner Day package 2hr lesson, hire & lift 6,800yen
SNOWMOBILES Snowmobile tours are available from 7800 yen .
Deep powder riding available.
NIGHT RIDING here is regarded as a must do. Large ride area including tree runs and terrain parks, till 9pm every day

FREERIDERS should head straight to the peak. After
a 20min hike from the top chair you reach the peak of
Mt Annupuri. From here your options are close to 360
degrees with views from volcano to sea. The terrain is
endless with open powder bowls, trees and gullies. The
length of your ride is governed by how far you want to
hike to get back inbounds. The hike back is along a cat
track however some runs off the peak can get you back
to a lift without hiking. The backcountry is sensational
with plenty to choose from all within easy access of
the resort. Backcountry tours are available from Niseko
Powder Connection +81-136-21-2500 or the Niseko
Outdoor Adventure Sports Club tel +81 136-23-1688,
which has a shop near the Hirafu base. A full day costs
7000-8000 yen
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FREESTYLERS are well catered for with 1 halfpipe
and 4 terrain parks. The terrain parks range from pro to
beginner and are well made and maintained with a good
variety of hits and rails. Also if you look hard enough you
will find plenty of hits built by enthusiastic locals.

BEGINNERS can start on their own slope without
feeling in the way and then slowly graduate up the
mountain at their own leisure. With easy runs available
from top to bottom beginners can also enjoy the 900m
of vertical Niseko-Hirafu has to offer.

OFF THE SLOPES
TOTAL NUMBER PISTES/TRAILS: 34
LONGEST RUN: 5.6km
TOTAL LIFTS: 20 - 1 Gondolas, 19 chairs
LIFT CAPACITY: 22,300 people per hour
LIFT TIMES: 8.30am - 9.00pm
MOUNTAIN CAFES: 7
ANNUAL SNOWFALL: 11m
SNOWMAKING: none
FLY:International flights available to and from Chitose
Airport, Sapporo approx 2 1/2hrs from resort
BUS: Bus Service from Chitose Airport, Sapporo to NisekoHirafu. 8 times daily 38,500 yen return
CAR: Sapporo to resort is 102.1km, approx 2 1/2hrs drive Take
nakayama pass(route230) for 66km, then Kyougoku (route276) for
another 30km, then (route 343) to resort
TRAIN:To Kutchan station, 15 mins away take a bus or taxi to resort.
Kutchan to Sapporo (Hakodate Line) approx 2 hours

Accommodation is found in the village directly below
the lifts and ranges from five star hotels to family
owned pensions. Food in Niseko-Hirafu is excellent, the
variety of local traditional places is superb with each
one creating its own unique atmosphere. The bu-cha
bar & restaurant is a great place to go for a meal or just
to have a cheeky one off the wood. Hank’s a cosy little
cabin where Hank cooks up meals on an open fire and
Big Cliff serves great food and is open late. There is also a
couple of mini marts for groceries and alcohol. There are
more options in the town of Kutchan (15 mins away).
Nightlife is rather laidback but can get amped up at
certain times of the year if you know where the parties
are. Plenty of bars to choose from and most are open to
the early hours if you’re feeling thirsty. Fatty’s bar is two
trucks parked together to create a unique bar.
WWW.WORLDSNOWBOARDGUIDE.COM
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Kavalerovo

Good for a day
Marketed as the biggest ski area in west Japan, Ski Jam
attracts crowds from Osaka and Kyoto who come to
enjoy the tree lined slopes and well maintained terrain
parks. However, in comparison to European and N.
American resorts, the skiable area isn’t particularly large;
there is enough terrain to keep intermediates happy
for a couple of days, but you’d get bored if you stayed
for much longer. There is a hotel complex at the base
of the slope and there are several mountain restaurants
and cafes. It also offers mountain biking and paragliding
come summer, making it an all year round destination for
outdoor enthusiasts.

Yanji

and boxes, and some larger jumps, but there is no half
pipe. This resort recently built what was thought to be
the world’s longest rail at 55m long, but there are plans
to make it even longer in future!

BEGINNERS will find gentle slopes which are ideal
for learning and Ski Jam offers lessons in English, but
beware if you’re visiting on a Sunday, as it can be dauntingly busy!

OFF THE SLOPES The nearest town is Katsuyama,
which is a 20 minute drive down from the resort, but
there’s not a lot going on here; it claims a population of
30,000 but it feels more like 3000. It has all the normal
services - banks, big supermarkets and plenty of small
restaurants, but the town is very spread out and lacks
any real heart. There is a famous two day fire and taiko
drum festival called ‘Sagicho’ every February, which
is well worth seeing if you’re around. There is also an
amazing temple here which is stunningly beautiful in
the snow, and inside you’ll find Japan’s largest seated
Buddha statue - which is HUGE!
In terms of night life, this place is dead, but there are a
couple of quality restaurants, most notably Atom Sushia cheap conveyor-belt sushi joint, (their beef “sushi”
is a must!), and Yamada Katsudon, a quaint, family run
restaurant which serves delicious Katsudon - breaded
beef, pork or prawns in a delicious BBQ style sauce - get
a full set for just £4!
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PISTES
Small, but some wide cruising runs

Kyoto

Pusan
Hiroshima

1320M
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Some big hits + world’s longest rail

Nagoya

Osaka

Arai
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40%
610M
FIRST LIFT

TEL: 0779-87-6109
WEB: www.jamresort.jp
EMAIL:skijam@resortservice.co.jp
WINTER PERIOD: Dec to April
LIFT PASSES
Half Day Y3500, Day Ticket Y4500, 2 Days Y8000
BOARD SCHOOLS Burton run a LTR centre here, and can
teach in English
NUMBER PISTES/TRAILS: 12
LONGEST RUN: 4.8km
TOTAL LIFTS: 9 - all chairs
LIFT TIMES: 7:30am-5pm
MOUNTAIN CAFES: 3
ANNUAL SNOWFALL: 8.6m
SNOWMAKING: none
TRAIN: Direct to Fukui station
FLY: Closest international airports are Osaka Kansai, &
Nagoya.
CAR: 3hrs drive from Suita (245km) and 2hrs 40 from
Ichinomiya (182km)
BUS: service runs from Fukui station to resort. For services from/to
Okayama Tel:086-226-1515, or Osaka tel: 06-6345-5671

10 years and was developed by the Sony Corporation.
As a result the facilities are quality, and unlike a lot of
other Japanese resorts the lifts are all new and fast.
It’s definitely one of the best resorts on Honshu and
attracts some very good riders. It often hosts rider
camps in the spring and international contests. The
terrain is in a bowl and even allows for a little hiking
(unfortunately banned by most resorts here). There
a very well kept 100m pipe but the main attraction
is the powder resulting from the big dumps (04/05
season 6.5m) because of its location in the first
mountain range west of the Japan Sea. This could
also be seen as its main drawback as it is a long way
from Tokyo. Snowboarders just edge out the number
of skiers, and theres night boarding on saturday nights

Kagoshima

H O K K A I D O I S L A N D FURANO
Furano is a major summer and winter resort. It is run
by the Prince Hotels Group, which offers the largest
ASAHIDAKE
ONSEN
hotel slopeside. There is also plenty of accommoOther Hokkaido Hills, are Asahidake and its located
in the centre of Hokkaido with one lift and you’re free
to make your own route down (a major draw point in
regulated Japan). There are plenty of trees and with
Hokkaido’s excellent snow record there is usually
plenty of powder
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SAPPORO
KOKUSAI
Sapporo Kokusai is 30 minutes from Sapporo, is well
set up for boarders with both a park and pipe. You
can find good freeriding and some excellent riders.
Japanese who decide to do a season but don’t want
to move to a resort itself, often take a part time job
in Sapporo and spend their free time riding here.
Sapporo was one of the first in Japan to actively
encourage riders. The run below the gondola is fun,
while a hike to the top gives access to some backcountry.
RUNS: 7 TOTAL LIFTS:5
TOP LIFT: 630m BOTTOM LIFT: 140m
CONTACT: www.sapporo-kokusai.co.jp
HOW TO GET THERE: Sapporo Station - 90mins away

Kyushu
Matsubase

30%

TOP LIFT: 1209m BOTTOM LIFT: 250m
TOTAL LIFTS:17 RUNS: 12
CONTACT: http://www.princehotels.co.jp/furano-e
HOW TO GET THERE: Furano station - 10 mins away, 60 minutes from
Asahikawa Airport. Buses available from Sapporo and take 3 hours

RIDE AREA: 8 runs TOP LIFT: 800m BOTTOM LIFT: 330m TOTAL LIFTS:4
HOW TO GET THERE: Niseko Station - 20 mins away

Utsunmiya

Some off piste and trees

FREESTYLE

hang out for local freestylers due to the abundance of
rails and jumps. Despite the 4 hour journey, it’s often
frequented by people from Osaka, so it must have
something going for it. This is home to the “Mixture”
crew – a collective of local Japanese skiers and snowboarders who rip! (www.mixture-web.com)
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FUKUI
IZUMI
This small ski area has just two lifts, but is a popular

Hanshu Island

Sendai
!RAI -OUNTAIN

Niigata

oul

day or make sure that you can afford the #5 a time
gondola charge

resort on a lower peak just to the west of the main
mountain. It is probably only worth a trip if you have
more than 3 or 4 days in the area, but it is reputed to
offer some great backcountry riding

Ichinoseki

Sakata
'ALA 9UZAWA
.AEBA

bus from either Sapporo or Asahikawa (the nearest
airport). This place is one of Japan’s most famous ski
areas and has hosted World Cup ski events. There’s
a big night skiing area, plenty of trees and natural
hits for freeriders and also long groomed runs for
carvers. In the centre of Hokkaido it is known to get
very cold in January which means the powder usually
remains fine.

NISEKO
KOKUSAI MOIWA
Niseko Kokusai Moiwa is a cheaper and much smaller

Akita

* A P A N

yang

FREERIDE

Nemuro

Shiranuka

Muroran
Hakodate

Chongjin

TIP: If you’re going just for the afternoon, it’s worth
hanging around the entrance of car park and asking
people who are leaving if they want to sell their ticket.
The going rate is Y1000, and occasionally for free. You
may need a little Japanese to pull it off, so get your
phrase book ready!

J FREERDING There’s plenty of nice wide open slopes
A for cruising, and some nice birch and pine tree runs if
P you’re willing to duck the ropes.
A FREESTYLERS will have fun on the various terrain
features. Two different areas are maintained – one
N park
with small jumps and rollers, the other with several rails

Hokkaido

!SAHIDAKE
.ISEKO (IRAFU

Preobrazheniye
Unggi

The mountain itself can be quite beautiful, with some
lovely runs through birch and pine tree lined slopes.
Unfortunately a lot of the best terrain is cordoned off, and
be careful when ducking ropes, as the ski patrol tends to
be quite strict here and will clip or even confiscate your
ticket if you persistently offend.

J

Asahikawa
&URANO
Takikawa

Olga

dation to be had in the town. It can be reached by

RIDE AREA: 100acres
RUNS: 4 LONGEST RUN: 2.2km TOTAL LIFTS:1
TOP LIFT: 660m BOTTOM LIFT: 140m
CONTACT: Tel: 0166-68-9111 www.asahidakeropeway.com
HOW TO GET THERE: You can take a bus from Asahikawa Station (4 per
day) take Tenninkyo/Asahidake route (no. 66) from the No. 4 bus stop
outside.

WWW.WORLDSNOWBOARDGUIDE.COM
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TANIGAWADAKE
TENJINDAIRA
Tanigawadake Tenjindaira is a small ski area and if
you stick to the marked courses you’ll soon get bored.
Despite this it’s popular with local riders because of
the large backcountry area that it gives access to. It’s
also a high level resort by Japanese standards and
is open with natural snow from December to May.
Located just above Minakami in Gunma Prefecture,
this is a place where you have to be careful not to
be caught by the ski patrol if you decide to ride off
into the unknown. The Japanese call such patrols
urusai, which means ‘loud’ or “noisy”. There are quite
a few riders who base themselves here for a season
partly because of the cheaper season pass. The best
time to visit is between mid-January and the beginning of March, when there is enough snow to ride
down to the base of the gondola giving the resort
an extra 300metres of vertical. The only problem is
that your day lift pass doesn’t cover the gondola so
if you try a longer run you should do it late in the
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ARAI
MOUNTAIN
Arai Mountain Resort has been running for just over

RIDE AREA: 100acres TOTAL RUNS: 11
RUN DIFFICULTY: Easy 30%, Intermediate 45%, Advanced 25%
TOP LIFT: 1280m BOTTOM LIFT: 340m
LONGEST TRAIL: 5.4km TOTAL LIFTS:6
LIFT PASSES: Day pass 4,500 yen, nightboarding 2,000 yen
CONTACT: www.araimntspa.com
HOW TO GET THERE: To get to Arai. take the bullet train to Nagano (2
hours from Tokyo) then a local train (1hr 40mins) then a free shuttle bus
(15-mins) to the slopes. All this will set you back about 90 USD in train fares,
so it may be worth looking into bus tours if you don’t have a rail pass

GALA YUZAWA

are both in front of the Edwardian looking hotel. For
freeriders the Osawa slopes are best. This is a good
resort for boarders, although some of the lifts are old
and slow. It is not worth visiting the peak.

KANDATSU
KOHGEN
On a good snow day this is the pick of the resorts
near to the station and offers some steep terrain
and tree runs below the lifts. The black runs aren?t
groomed so leaving plenty to shred

Conveniently located, it even has its own bullet
train stop, (one along from Echigo Yuzawa) this is a
modern set-up, especially popular with the younger
day trippers. Here you don’t have to endure a 10minute bus journey but you will have to put up with
higher prices and unfriendly staff (even a single
locker costs #5).

KUZURYU
Another one of Japan’s “micro resorts” this small

RIDE AREA: 126acres RUNS: 15 TOTAL LIFTS:11
TOP LIFT: 1181m BOTTOM LIFT: 800m
CONTACT: www.gala.co.jp

MANZA
ONSEN
Manza Onsen is a high resort by Japanese standards

HOW TO GET THERE: Gala Yuzawa train station at resort

HACHIMANTAI
Hachimantai in the Tohoku region could be done as
a “day” trip with the overnight bus from Tokyo, but
really it’s pretty far north on the way to Hokkaido.
There are plenty of good natural hits, an excellent
halfpipe and some decent backcountry.

HAKUBA
47
Hakuba 47 opened in 1990 and was one of the last
bastions of ski only areas, but now fully embraces
boarders. It’s linked to the tiny resorts of Hakuba
Goryu and Iimori which altogether provide 14km of
pistes set in about 350 acres.
Hakuba is home to the R-4 terrain park and the135m
FIS standard half-pipe. There’s 3 separate lines, the
pro-line includes a 20m kicker and a 12m table-top
with up to 20 features depending on conditions.
The dedicated park team make sure it’s kept in top
condition.
RIDE AREA: 350 acres TOTAL RUNS: 23
RUN DIFFICULTY: Easy 30%, Intermediate 40%, Advanced 30%
TOP LIFT: 1676m BOTTOM LIFT: 876m
LONGEST TRAIL: 6.4km TOTAL LIFTS: 9
LIFT PASSES: Half day pass 3,500 yen, Day pass 4,500 yen
5 weekday pass 15,000 yen , Season 58,000 yen
CONTACT: www.hakuba47.co.jp
HOW TO GET THERE:
Bus: Free bus from Nagano station to resort. Leaves 9:10 and returns 16:35,
tel 0261-75-3147 to reserve
Train: Bullet trains from Tokyo go 10 times a day to Nagano station then
take a bus to Hakuba. Train costs 7,970 yen, Alpico Bus 1,400 yen (one way)
Car: From Tokyo take the Chuo Expressway for 182.1Km, then Nagano
Expressway for 33.1Km, then pick up the Route 147 & 148 for 51Km.
Approx 4hrs travel time.

JOETSU
KOKUSAI
Joetsu Kokusai is a little further afield (30-mins by
bus). It has one of the largest terrain parks (i.e. more
than 4 jumps) in Japan and two good pipes. These

area has just 4 lifts and little in the way of freestyle
terrain. However, it’s never busy, and you can have fun
dipping in and out of the powder, dropping ledges
and slashing the snow banks.

but also pretty small. Just down the road from Manza
Onsen is Omote Manza which is a more popular
resort with boarders.

MUIKAMACHI HAKKAI-SAN

Muikamachi Hakkaisan can be a powder paradise
in January and February. It is an hour further west
from Echigo Yuzawa (30-mins by local train to
Muikamachi, then 30-mins by bus). Because of this
it is usually less busy but still managable in a day
trip from Tokyo. The resort is especially popular with
skiers out to enjoy the moguls, so there is usually
plenty of terrain left for freeriding. Below the gondola
is a 3km downhill course that will take it out of you.
The No. 3 chairlift lets you enjoy a shorter workout.
The Raku (easy) course allows you to cut through the
thick forest and offers plenty of air points but there
is no pipe or park. The area itself is one of the most
famous in Japan for sake (rice wine) which you will
no doubt get to taste if you stay here. In the winter
‘Atsukan’ (hot rice wine) is good for warming you up, it’s
available here and in all other resorts.
www.princehotels.co.jp/ski/hakkaisan

MYOKO
KOHGEN
15 minutes by bus from Echigo Yuzawa this resort
offers all types of riding. There is a pipe, a tiny park
and plenty of terrain to keep freeriders happy. Out
of the resorts, near to EY station it’s perhaps the only
one where freeriders could enjoy consecutive days
and actually find something different.

NAEBA
Naeba is perhaps the most famous resort in Honshu
and more like a western one in terms of the number
of hotels and other things going on. It is a 45-mins bus
journey from Echigo Yuzawa station. Snowboarding
has been allowed all across the hill since the 98/99
season and they have now built their own mini park
and regularly host air contests. However, there is no
pipe and the resort is best for freeriders. Similarly
to Niseko and Zao, you can happily enjoy three or
four days here without getting bored. There are
WWW.WORLDSNOWBOARDGUIDE.COM
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the biggest resorts in Japan. It’s famous for its hot
springs and thus has plenty of accommodation on
offer.

OZE TOKURA

Oze Tokura is a small resort within 3 hours drive of
Tokyo. It has become well known by dedicating itself
to snowboarders and organising regular events. The
mountain itself is nothing special, but freestylers
should enjoy the funpark and halfpipe

SEKI
ONSEN
Seki Onsen is a resort, which understands the needs
some excellent tree runs if you duck the ropes and
because of the lack of Japanese who do this you’re
always able to make your own tracks. The best spots
for doing this are below the No. 1 gondola, and of the
No. 2 gondola.
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Accommodation in Naeba is operated by the Prince
Group, which offers a variety of modern slopeside
accommodation (++81 (0) 257-89-2311). If you call
in advance there are usually special deals going,
including lift pass. Oji Pension (0257-89-3675) is
just 5 minutes walk behind the Prince Hotel, and is
run by the friendly Mr. Sakamoto. He has a stock of
new rental boards and a Brazil shirt signed by Pele.
A futon, breakfast and evening meal should cost
around 7500 yen, and he can sort you out with lift
pass discounts
RIDE AREA: 486 acres TOTAL RUNS: 28
RUN DIFFICULTY: Easy 30%, Intermediate 40%, Advanced 30%
TOP LIFT: 1789m BOTTOM LIFT: 900m
LONGEST TRAIL: 4km TOTAL LIFTS: 29 - 3 Gondolas, 26 chairlifts
LIFT PASSES: Half-day pass 3500 yen, Day 4000 Yen, Night Pass 2000
CONTACT: http://www.princehotels.co.jp/ski/naeba-e/index.html
HOW TO GET THERE:
Train: Take the Joetsu Shinkansen to Echigo Yuzawa Station (40 mins
away) then pick up a Prince Hotel bus
Car: Take Tsukiyono Interchange on the Kanetsu Expressway, exit Highway
17 for 33 kilometers. Take the Yuzawa Interchange onto Highway 17 and
continue for 21km

NOZAWA
ONSEN
Nozawa Onsen is a major ski resort in Nagano with
a big area and beautiful views. Riders were banned
up till ‘98 and were only allowed on a few green
runs in ‘99. Nowadays you can roam free and there’s
a terrain park & pipe. At rougly 1000 acres its one of
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of the powder hounds. Near the west coast in Niigata
Prefecture it has a great snow record, often with 1m
plus dumps overnight in Jan/Feb. There’s a decent
pipe and some good natural hits and kickers. Locals
or the patrol will advise you on back country riding they’ll also tell you that you have to take responsibility for yourself, although in the land of group culture
it’s cool to find somewhere that lets you do this. Seki
Onsen is the home resort for Masanori Takeuchi, a
well-known Japanese rider.

SHIGA KOHGEN

Shiga Kohgen includes about 10 separate resorts,
among which is Yakebitaiyama where the first Olympic
snowboarding gold medal was won

SHIRAMINE
Located in the prefecture of Ishikawa, Shiramine is
a great little ski ground. Though small, the lifts offer
access to some steep, deep, terrain with plenty of
trees, and this place is never busy, and has been know
for some awesome powder days.

ZAO
Zao is a major winter resort. The runs are long and
well suited to carving or freeriding but with only a
limited amount of off-piste and tree runs

